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We give the analytical theory ci' the coalescence instability and of

a nev, one island, instability. These instabilities are expected to be relevant

for the disruptions observed in Tokomak experiments and astrophysical plasmas.

It is well known that in a current carrying plasma collisionless

or collisional tearing modes may lead to magnetic islands forming a new,

magnetically reconnected configuration : this configuration may be in

equilibrium for a nonlinearly saturated island chain or slowly changing

in time in the Rutherford regime . Both situations are experimentally obser-

ved in Tokomak experiments for the modes which have been proposed to explain

the main disruption : m 5 2, n = 1,2, where m and n are respectively the

poloidal and toroidal wave numbers. The internal disruption) attributed to

the m= 1, n = 1 mode is always observed at the end of a "sawtooth", but occurs

for a finite island size in contrary to the results of computer modélisation*

There arises the question about the stability of this configuration : it is

well known that parallel currents in neighbouring islands tend to coalesce

into larger units . For a col 1isiontess plasma the coalescence instability

has been predicted in plane geometry by Biskamp and Schindler with a growth

rate somewhat larger than the col 1isionlcss Tearing mode. This is in fact

5 6
a magnetohydrodynaraic instability with no threshold in island size .

The nonlinear development of the coalescence instability in a weakly col-

lisional plasma is of particular interest for the magnetic reconnection,

or field line merging across a X-type neutral point. It gives the transition

between a Tearing instability and the stationary models effast reconnection,

the most famous one being the Petschek model. These numerical simulations

have been achieved in plane geometry and the only available semi-analytical

treatment of Finn and Kaw gives a finite threshold in island size not obser-

ved numerically. Moreover, involving two islands, the coalescence instability

is compatible with toroidal periodicity for a m = 2, n=2 mode relevant for

the internal disruption but not compatible for them- 2,3, m l nodes

observed during the main disruptions in Tokomak experiments. In fact the

plasma displacement used by Finn and Kaw is a poor approximation of the real

displacement with two consequences : the coalescence instability has in fact

no threshold and a new, one island instability occurs in the Rutherford regime.

The main assumption in previous works, both analytical and numeri-

cal, is to start from a magnetically reconnected configuration in equili-

brium. In this case and following our analytical results the one island

instability does not exist because the available energy is negative, of
o

order -e where e = +«/^NR
 i s the ratio between the reconnected Magnetic

flux +_ and the non reconnected one in the initial stage.
H

Let us remember that e =• I tr—1 where AX/X is the ratio between the

island size and the plasma gradient scale. We also compute the growth rate

3/4of the coalescence instability and find : r~ (V /X > c , in agreement with

the results of Pritchett and Wu for the absence of threshold but not with

their finding of a finite slope df/dc when c-iO. In fact, a much more inte-
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resting situation is provided by the self similar behaviour (e/eo ~ '*/*„)

of a non saturated m > 2, n = 1 Tearing mode growing in the phase predicted

by Rutherford. In this case the available energy, 6W for the one island

(and the coalescence) instabilities is of order of : (X^M.

We find consequently a large growth rate, i.e f(t) = o/bt(Lnt ) ="

(V /X ) e3' (X A') where A' has the usual meaning of the resistive
A o o

theory for the growing Tearing mode. Such a result gives an explosive type

behaviour on a MHD time scale, both for the coalescence of a i» « 2, n-2

mode and for the one island instability of a m » 2, n*l and m»3, n»l,2

modes•

pop2 J1 dxdy |T J" +c

26V c = J*dx dy ( |T+c I

(3)

(4)

p , Bx , 3 are respectively the equilibrium density transverse magnetic

field (B = z x W ) and equilibrium current.
*o o

In the following, we liait our investigations to perturbations

invariant along z, which allow an exact treatment without other peculiarity.

We first consider an equilibrium example

The main theoretical difference with the approach of Finn and Kaw

is to start from a different form of* the two dimensional standard MHD

equations in the incompressible limit (to be justified below) in plane

geonuitry :

ô/6t+ • n.vu = o

(û/bt • V.V)v
2u = B.VJ

(1)

(2)

with B z, = J.

These equations are easily generalized to more complex geometries and to

remove the ideal MHD assumption • Equations (1) and (2) have an ene-rgy

integral which is a powerful tool of stability analysis. After lineari-

zation, we obtain the following variational MHD energy principle for a
g

normal mode (+c ~ +c exp pt) :

(X,Y) = KB Ln(coshKX* ccosKÏ)
o *o (5)

with boundary conditions at infinity. The well known marginal tearing

.solution (for c-»0) is +_(X) cos KY with +_(X) = 1/cos hKX. Finn and Kaw took
K n

subhurmanic solutions uxp ± i(2n+l) KY/2 and found a finite threshold in e

for instability (6W(;<0). To explain our different choice of solution, let

us start with th<» Eu 1er equation of the energy principle (4) :

2(1 -E2)(coshKX+CcosKY)"2]+ =0
c

(6)

For e-»0, we have the standard solutions +c = +R(X) cos KY and <|>c = +R(X) sin KY.

But we may also choose +c = <I<R(X) sinKY for O<:KY<2« and ^ =0 for Y£ 0,

KY> S«t XtyMltM. This choice is possible because it is allowed to introduce

2 *
a discontinuity in b /&*"(+ ) where + vanishes without changing the valueofoW.

This property is general and to the lowest order in c, one will always have

6V £6Wn , independently of the invariance of the perturbation along Z and
C K



of the given island magnetic field. Our choice is obvious for a one island

configuration (i.e the fundamental Fourier component of any m, n mode

in toroidal geometry). Another perturbation is convenient for the

coalescence of two magnetic islands (i.e the harmonic Fourier component

of a m = 2, n=l mode) : -+R sin KY in 2 K < K Y £ O , in 0<KYS2n

and + =0 for KY<L-2jrand KY> 2JI . Our procedure i s in fact similar

to the classical procedure of Newcomb for the cylindrical pinch • Expanding

in 6W bJ /b+ in powers of e, we may also expand + . We find that + » +, •
c o o c ex

sinKY(coshKX + e cos KY) for O<KY<2n gives the minimum, positive, value of

ÔW : 64;te/15. But starting with a K component and i t s harmonics, we donnot take

profit of the init ial sheet pinch instability for subharmonics of K. Thi» i*

of course not possible for a one island instability but this i s easy to find

for the coalescence of two islands. We take as a trivial flux function

+ = +1 + alt . cos KY/2 - f . cos 3KY/2) in 0<KY<^J f are the well known

periodic solutions of (6> : (1 t(njj Ihltx) exp J nK)j/2 for respectively X * 0.

With (7) one finds 6W = - TO2/3 - 8œ/3 • 0(e) which prouves the absence of

threshold. Our choice gives a finite displacement in both the O and X

points and agroe.s with numerical results . If we keep +j in - 2 n < KY < 2s

the a contribution disappears : the collupse is more unstable than two

"une island" instabi l i t ies .

We confirm analytically the numerically observed absence of thres-

hold for the coalescence instability. We may also compute its kinetic energy

and growth rate. It is convenient to make a boundary layer analysis (equiva-

lent to the standard constant + approximation valid for m> 2, n»l) in the

vicinity, K |x|~e , of X»0. We expect U to be large, of order e" , only

in this layer which after volume integration gives the dominant contribution

of order e J/ to the kinetic energy. Taking, for small a, the solution of

equation (1) one finds in 0 <KY£ 2n and for respectively X^O : c (U /p) «

-X*(X2 + e« cos2KY/2) f21 e1, with £"=268^ /K. (For the coalescence insta-

bility of abus 2, n=2) mode, one takes -U in -2n<KY<0). The main

contribution to the kinetic energy is due to V C-B/6 X<
U
C)|

 t n e Pl««"a velo-

city in the direction of coalescence. For X = O, V (Y) agrees perfectly with

the numerical results of Pritchett and Wu :

V - - p / e 1 for O<KY?2TI and V =*p/e> for -2n<KY£0

In the plane of symmetry of the magnetic island, the one island instability
g

is an instability of translation due to ellipticity and the coalescence

instability nothing else than the combination of two instabilitiea of trans-

lation. This obvious interpretation is new and possible because of an explicit

analytical treatment.

From our results it is clear that one can expand safely the flux function

U in harmonics of sin KY but not the stream function U , no more than the

plasma displacement as was done by Finn and Kaw . As a last remark on II i

the flux function + being antisymmetric in each island, ($ —— + vanishes

and the incompressibility assumption is verified, as was already found

tor the m = 2K + l, n = 0 instability of a Tokomak with non circular cross

g
sections .

With U as given previously, one can compute analytically the kinetic energy

with complete elliptic integrals. We obtain
o 2 "i/Z Z

a. K c ' )p and our

3/h
final estimate growth rate is : r=-e KVAI"~2* i

6W \ l / 2

• A complete minimi- 311



zation with respect with the parameter a introduced in the trial function,

3/4 6
gives f =» O,4O e KV in good agreement with numerical results .

V is the Alfven velocity in the transverse field (the poloidal field in a

Tokomak experiment). We may include easily the stabilizing effect of one

conducting wall in X = Xp (convenient for the cylindrical geometry), where

i|/ must vanish. One obtains ! 6w = 6W +n[2KX + sinsh2KX ] " . If there is
c c p p

also a conducting wall in X= -X , the stabilizing contribution is doubled.

These results apply .directly to the cylindrical example of Finn and Kaw

for an hard-core pinch configuration. In a Tokomak configuration, in the

cylindrical approximation as well as in the toroidal geometry, one nay -

proceed in two steps. The first step consists in neglecting curvature effects

of order of the square of the inverse of the aspect ratio. In the second

step, one can include curvature corrections which are destabilizing in

cylindrical geometry but stabilizing in toroidal geometry. The competition

between these two effects : a finite island size, and curvature effects, is

left for further numerical work. Nevetheless, one may understand why a

saturated magnetic island following the Rutherford phase of a Tearing node

may bo stable with respect to the one-island instability. On the contrary

let us consider an island growing in the Rutherford phase : e » G {t/t ) ,

o o
with a finite 6W=-2jtr A'. We obtain for the one-island instability and

o

t » t f the following behaviour of Die flux function :

A O c»
(r

O

which givoti a very slow growth at the initial atage (a small island) and a

fast MHD instability for an island of finite size. One finds, in order of

magnitude, the time for + H to he equal to ^ , the reconnected flux, to be also

the time necessary for the island to reach a finite size, but the behaviour

of + (t) is an explosive one!

Our conclusions remain qualitative because A* is time depending and also

because the nonlinear behaviour of the one-island instability is not yet

known, tn toroidal geometry this instability should appear as an helical

motion* Its relevance for the disruptions observed in Tckowaks needs further

work and also to be compared with the destruction of magnetic surfaces by

overlapping of magnetic islands with different helicitiea. We stress again

the absence of threshold for the coalescence instability of the nonlinear

harmonics of all (m,n) fundamental Tearing modes. Two rettarks are necessary

12
to apply this theory to*the internal disruptions : the standard MHD ÔW

for the m = l , n = l component is usually positive in toroidal geometry. Vie

dunnot expect a one island instability for this reason and the coalescence

instability is not allowed by the toroidal periodicity. Nevertheless the

behaviour of the internal mode is highly nonlinear and we do expect the

coalescence of the islands of the harmonic components*

We have solved exactly an explicit example of the coalescence

of two magnetic islands (and also a one island instability) and found an

MHD instability of the plane reconnected sheet pinch without threshold.

Aa expected, the growth rate is a non analytical function of the ratio e

between thn reconnected and the nun reconnected magnetic flux* This secon-

dary instability, as found in numerical simulations, implies an explosive

nonlinear behaviour of tin» Tearing modes. Fruitful discussions with D. Edery,

M. Dubois, J.L. Sonlé ami A. Snrmiin are gratefully acknowledged.
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